Meet the Caker
There are around 900 members, spread across 24 branches that form the
South East region of The British Sugarcraft Guild. Every single member
has a story about their journey with cake and sugarcraft. Here we
interview Liz Challand of Mid Hants branch, in Hampshire.
Please tell us about yourself

I started caking in 1994, after ordering a 25th anniversary
wedding cake for my parents and being totally disappointed
with it. That coincided with a development plan at work,
where I decided to develop my creative/artistic side.
Someone suggested cake art or sugarcraft and I took lessons
at the Cake Lady in Southampton, and I have never looked
back. I enjoy caking as a hobby interest. I have a registered
business, Cakes By Liz, but like to keep things enjoyable
rather than make it my main profession and work on
personal commissions.
What was your first and your greatest cake?

My first cake was a basket of flowers, produced after a
four-week course at night school. Making the roses
seemed so hard and I remembered being so pleased
with the end result that I took it into work the next
day and it was the centre of attention. Close to
Mother’s Day it led to me taking my first orders,
registering with Environmental Health and of course
the tax man.
One of my greatest cakes was made to celebrate mine,
my husband’s and two daughter’s milestone birthdays.
It was a coincidence and not often you would get to
celebrate an 18th, 21st and two fiftieths in one year so
we held a massive party and, of course, I had to make
a cake! Leaving it late (as you often do for yourself) I
made the cake four days before the party and on the
hottest day of the year! The only thing that I was
disappointed with was the lack of availability of ethnic
models (but that could be Facebook story all on its
own!).
If you were stuck on a desert

island, what would be your tool of choice?

It would have to be my small palette knife. You can do
everything with that, smooth, score and even use the handle
to roll!
What is your favourite aspect of caking?

I love just making cakes! They don’t last long enough at
home to be decorated. I make all sorts of things for
customers. Drip cakes are currently one of my favourite
styles. However, the 2019 South East region competition
gave me the opportunity to make a royal iced piece,
which I loved doing. I still think that the royal icing piping
techniques and texture are the best and just lend
themselves becoming glamorous pieces.
What is the one top tip you would pass on to a new caker?

We all had to start somewhere and if your cake project goes wrong, you can just eat
it!
What is the best aspect of being a member of the Guild?

I have made some lovely friends over the years through the Guild and would
recommend it to anyone. I love going to branch meetings to meet up with friends,
hear cake chat and see the demonstrations, often with new techniques and a
bargain compared to finding private classes by the same demonstrators. It is also
good to meet new members and help them with their cake questions.
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